One view of the high-transition-temperature (high-T c ) copper oxide superconductors is that they are conventional superconductors where the pairing occurs between weakly interacting quasiparticles (corresponding to the electrons in ordinary metals), although the theory has to be pushed to its limit 1 . An alternative view is that the electrons organize into collective textures (for example, charge and spin stripes) which cannot be`mapped' onto the electrons in ordinary metals. Understanding the properties of the material would then need quantum ®eld theories of objects
curve shows the results of a quantum ®t, in which the level populations and the height resolution are free parameters. The solid line is again the full classical treatment (N,z 1:5 ). The dotted line is a truncated ®t to the assumption that only the lowest quantum levelÐwhich leads to the ®rst stepÐexists. Then it continues at the absorber height of z 1 < 15 mm with a shifted classical treatment (N,z 2 z 1 1:5 ) that is more like a`guide to the eye' curve. Our statistics for large slit width are still not suf®cient, but the existence of the ®rst step due to the lowest quantum level is clearly reproduced.
Our experimental observations of the neutron quantum states in the Earth's gravitational ®eld provide another demonstration of the universality of the quantum properties of matter, but at this stage we have only shown a phenomenon that was expectedÐalthough not easy to prove. As the parameters of quantum states are de®ned in such a system mainly by the interaction of the neutron with the gravitational ®eld, the phenomenon we report can now be considered for further investigations of fundamental properties of matter. Thus, as it is evident from the uncertainty principle, the energy resolution DE could be improved signi®cantly by increasing Dt (in principle, DE could be as low as ,10 -18 eV if Dt approaches the lifetime of the neutron, so that the level width becomes a million times smaller than the energy difference between levels). The use of resonance transitions between such narrow levels could ®nd applications in physics, such as the precise veri®cation of the proportionality of inertial and gravitational masses of elementary particles (neutrons), and a check of the electrical neutrality of neutronsÐ which is not a trivial fact. Increasing the time that neutrons spend in the gravitational bound states will become one of the main challenges in extending this experiment. When trying to achieve this, it will be necessary to demonstrate that the neutrons are spending a much longer time in the potential well, and a signi®cant increase in the available density of ultracold neutrons will be necessary. such as textures and strings, rather than point-like electrons 2±6 . In an external magnetic ®eld, magnetic¯ux penetrates type II superconductors via vortices, each carrying one¯ux quantum 7 . The vortices form lattices of resistive material embedded in the non-resistive superconductor, and can reveal the nature of the ground stateÐfor example, a conventional metal or an ordered, striped phaseÐwhich would have appeared had superconductivity not intervened, and which provides the best starting point for a pairing theory. Here we report that for one high-T c superconductor, the applied ®eld that imposes the vortex lattice also induces striped' antiferromagnetic order. Ordinary quasiparticle models can account for neither the strength of the order nor the nearly ®eld-independent antiferromagnetic transition temperature observed in our measurements. La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 is the simplest high-T c superconductor. The undoped compound is an insulating antiferromagnet, where the spin moments on adjacent Cu 2+ ions are antiparallel 8 . Introduction of charge carriers via Sr doping reduces the ordered moment until it vanishes at x , 0.13. In addition, for x . 0.05 the commensurate antiferromagnetism is replaced by incommensurate order 2, 3, 9, 10 , where the repeat distance for the pattern of ordered moments is substantially larger than the spacing between neighbouring copper ions. La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 becomes a superconductor for Sr dopings of 0.06 , x , 0.25, and for underdoped compounds (0.06 , x , 0.13), both superconductivity and magnetic order are present. Figure 1a shows the electrical resistivity as a function of temperature T and magnetic ®eld H, applied perpendicularly to the superconducting CuO 2 planes, for a sample with x = 0.10. The resistivity decreases rapidly below the zero-®eld transition temperature T c (H = 0 T) = 29 K, and becomes zero below the irreversibility temperature T irr (H). The white circles locate T irr and show that it is a rapid function of applied ®eld, so that even for ®elds much smaller than the upper critical ®eld (H c2 (x = 0.10) < 45 T; ref. 11), perfect conductivity does not occur until the temperature is well below T c (H = 0 T).
In our experiments we used magnetic neutron diffraction to measure the spin ordering in single crystals of underdoped La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 (x = 0.10). The technique is analogous to mapping the positions of atoms in crystals using X-ray or neutron diffraction. The superconducting CuO 2 planes were aligned in the scattering plane, and the magnetic ®eld was applied perpendicular to these planes. The inset in Fig. 2a shows the reciprocal space region over which data were collected. In zero ®eld ( Fig. 2a ), incommensurate elastic peaks occur in the superconducting phase at low-temperatures. The peaks are resolution-limited, implying an in-plane correlation length of z . 400 A Ê , similar to that observed 10 for Figure 1 Magneto-transport and neutron diffraction data for La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 as a function of temperature and magnetic ®eld. a, Magneto-transport measurements parallel to the CuO 2 planes, obtained via a standard four-probe method; the colours indicate the electrical resistivity r. In a magnetic ®eld, the sharp transition from normal to superconducting states is broadened into a crossover region and vortices are thought to form at temperatures where the resistivity falls below its value at T c (H = 0 T). Phase coherent superconductivity, characterized by zero-resistivity sets in at the much lower irreversibility' temperature (T irr (H )), marked by the white circles. b, The square of the ordered spin moment per Cu 2+ ion as a function of temperature and applied magnetic ®eld. The ordered moment squared is proportional to the observed neutron-scattering signal, and was deduced from scans similar to those shown in Fig. 2 . It ®rst becomes signi®cant below the zero-®eld superconducting transition temperature (T c (H = 0 T)), and increases with decreasing temperature and increasing ®eld. The crystals used for these measurements were grown in an optical image furnace. Figure 2 Magnetic neutron diffraction data for La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 with x = 0.10. The inset shows the relevant reciprocal space, labelled using the two-dimensional notation appropriate for the superconducting CuO 2 planes. The black dot at (0.5,0.5) represents the Bragg point associated with the commensurate antiferromagnetism of the insulating x = 0 parent compound. The incommensurate antiferromagnetic order in our metallic x = 0.10 material gives rise to diffraction at the quartet of blue dots 10 . The pink line shows the trajectory of a typical scan which passes through the incommensurate peak at (0.5,0.6175) and the direction of the applied ®eld is shown to be perpendicular to the CuO 2 planes. a, The data collected in zero ®eld. The red circles show that signal is present in the superconducting phase at T = 1.9 K. But just above the superconducting transition temperature at T = 30 K, the signal has completely disappeared (blue circles). b, Data measured at the same temperatures as a, but in a ®eld of H = 14.5 T; the low-temperature signal is a factor of three larger than the zero-®eld signal. The data were collected using the V2/FLEX neutron scattering spectrometer at the BER II reactor, Hahn-Meitner Institute, Berlin. 609 collimators were used to de®ne the divergence of the neutron beam. The energy was ®xed at 7.5 meV using a pyrolytic graphite (PG) monochromator and analyser, and a tunable PG ®lter was used to eliminate second-order scattering.
x = 0.12. The peak amplitude decreases as T is increased, and is entirely absent at T = 30 K. Our new ®nding is that external magnetic ®elds markedly increase the low-temperature signal. Figure 2b shows that for H = 14.5 T and T = 2 K the signal is three times larger than in zero ®eld, while at 30 K, just above T c (H = 0 T), there is very little ®eld-induced signal. The ®eld-induced signal is resolution-limited, and the magnetic in-plane correlation length (z . 400 A Ê ), is much greater than the superconducting coherence length (j < 20 A Ê ) and the inter-vortex spacing (a v = 130 A Ê for H = 14.5 T). As the superconducting coherence length gives the size of the vortices, coherent magnetism cannot reside in the vortex cores alone, but must extend across the superconducting regions of the material. This result is important because, taken together with the strong antiferromagnetic proximity effect which follows from the large zero-frequency antiferromagnetic susceptibility of superconducting La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 (ref. 12) , it implies that as long as the vortex array is not radically different from a conventional Abrikosov lattice, superconductivity and antiferromagnetism coexist throughout the bulk of the material.
We collected scans similar to those shown in Fig. 2 for a variety of ®elds and temperatures. The neutron signal is normalized using a standard phonon-based calibration to yield the ordered spin moment squared, as displayed in Fig. 1b . Order develops just below the zero-®eld transition temperature T c (H = 0 T), and increases with decreasing temperature and increasing ®eld. Figure  3a shows the temperature dependence; the zero-®eld order (blue circles) increases gradually below T c (H = 0 T), reaching a maximum of 0.15 6 0.01 m B per Cu 2+ ion (m B is the Bohr magneton and the error is statistical). This value is somewhat larger than the value of 0.10 6 0.04 m B per Cu 2+ deduced from neutron-diffraction measurements for a sample with x = 0.12 (ref. 13 ). The ®eldinduced order for H = 5 T, 10 T and 14.5 T is also plotted; it was obtained by subtracting the zero-®eld signal from the signal measured in-®eld. The temperature dependence of the ®eldinduced signal is clearly different from that for H = 0 T. It increases more rapidly just below T c (H = 0 T) and saturates for T , 10 K, where in zero ®eld the moment is still evolving. Figure 3b shows the H dependence of the ®eld-induced order at base temperature (T = 1.9 K). The order increases rapidly with small ®elds, probably re¯ecting the linear dependence of vortex density on ®eld. The order increases more slowly for higher ®elds as the antiferromagnetic regions, nucleated by the vortices, start to merge.
Our work represents a departure from two previous experiments 14, 15 on La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 in magnetic ®elds. In the ®rst experiment, the static magnetism in a sample with x = 0.12 was found to undergo an enhancement in an applied magnetic ®eld consistent with our ®ndings 14 . But this measurement was con®ned to a single ®eld (10 T) and temperature (4.2 K), and the sample was atypi-calÐwith an anomalously low value of T c (H = 0 T) = 12 K. The zero-®eld Ne Âel temperature, T N = 25 K, was well above T c (H = 0 T), and the onset temperature for the ®eld-induced enhancement was unknown. The second experiment focused on magnetic dynamics in optimally doped La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 (x = 0.163) (ref. 15 ). This material showed no static magnetism in either zero or nonzero ®elds up to 14.5 T. But an applied ®eld had the effect of recovering some of the magnetic¯uctuations below the`spin gap' which are suppressed by superconductivity in zero ®eld. An important feature of this experiment was that the antiferromagnetic correlations developed at a temperature below T irr ; that is, they only occurred once phase coherent superconductivity had been attained. Thus the results of ref. 15 are in some ways the inverse or`dual' of those we report here on our sample with x = 0.1, where the static antiferromagnetism arises ®rst and phase coherent superconductivity is established at a lower temperature, when the ordered moments have saturated near their base temperature values.
We believe that the ®eld-induced signal is intrinsic, and arises from fundamental physical processes, even though the zero-®eld signal may well be stabilized by the disorder inherent in a random alloy such as La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 . Thus, the magnetic ®eld does not simply enhance the existing antiferromagnetism but induces magnetic order in its own right. There are several reasons to support our belief. First, the sample is of very high quality, as shown by speci®c heat measurements 16 and our transport data (Fig. 1a) . Second, a different and poorer-quality sample, also with x = 0.10, which displays static antiferromagnetism in zero ®eld above as well as below T c (H = 0 T), showed ®eld-induced order with exactly the same temperature dependence as reported here 17 . Third, the degree of order is substantial, corresponding to a volume fraction of ,50% for the incommensurate magnetic state, assuming that the ordered moment is 0.4m B per Cu 2+ , as suggested by muon spin relaxation data 18 . Last, whereas the zero-®eld signal indeed displays the gradual rise typically associated with defect-induced magnetism in correlated Fermi systems 19 , the ®eld-induced signal increases according to classical mean-®eld theory, suggesting a different and intrinsic mechanism (Fig. 3a) .
Our data bear on two popular descriptions of copper oxide superconductors. The ®rst states that the copper oxides are describable in the same terms as ordinary solids, where small variations of key parameters lead to Fermi-surface instabilities corresponding to superconductivity and insulating`striped' phases. Within such an interpretation, stripe order is simply tuned by doping, and appears because of Fermi-surface nesting and lattice anomalies near x = 1/8. However, what we have found is that below x = 1/8, very modest (on the scale of both electron and phonon energies) ®elds induce antiferromagnetic order, with a ®eld-independent onset temperature and a strongly ®eld-dependent amplitude. These results cannot Figure 3 The dependence on temperature and ®eld of the ordered spin moment squared. The data were calibrated using a transverse acoustic phonon measured around the (1,1) Bragg peak (energy transfer E = 2 meV and sound velocity = 26.9 meV A Ê ), and are presented in units of m 2 B per Cu 2+ . a, The temperature dependence. The zero-®eld signal (blue circles) increases gradually below T c (H = 0 T), and the dashed line is a guide to the eye. Also plotted is the ®eld-induced signal (equal to the signal measured in-®eld minus the zero-®eld signal) for ®elds of H = 5 T (yellow circles), 10 T (green circles) and 14.5 T (red circles). The solid lines through the data are ®ts to mean ®eld theory 26 follow from a simple Fermi`quasiparticle' description, which anticipates that the Ne Âel temperature will rise signi®cantly as the base-temperature ordered moment increases.
A second description of high-T c superconductivity does not focus on microscopic detail (unlike the quasiparticle-based theories), but is instead based on the hypothesis that the copper oxides possess hidden`SO(5)' symmetry where magnetic and superconducting order parameters can be`rotated' into each other. Calculations based on this hypothesis predict antiferromagnetic vortices in a magnetic ®eld, and have had some success in modelling the data 20±23 . The original work was performed assuming that the symmetry is exact 20 . In this model the antiferromagnetism is con®ned to the vortex cores which have size ,j = 20 A Ê , and there are no regions of the compound where superconductivity and antiferromagnetism exist simultaneously. Our data suggest that the antiferromagnetic regions are much bigger than this (z . 400 A Ê ), and extend well beyond the vortex cores into the superconducting areas. Alternatively, there could be interactions between the vortices that lead to coherent long-range antiferromagnetic order without the magnetism spreading beyond the cores; but then the corresponding Ne Âel temperature would be a strong function of the intervortex spacing, controlled by HÐwhereas the onset temperature in our experiments is approximately ®eld-independent.
More recent computations motivated by our experiments have relaxed SO(5) symmetry to allow coexistence of superconductivity and magnetism, with the antiferromagnetic correlations extending beyond the vortex cores into the bulk of the crystal 22, 23 . Although the underlying continuum approximations may be called into question at high ®elds, such a model 23 gives quantitative results in good agreement with our data for T = 0, as shown in Fig. 3b . The physical insight here is that the magnetism of the vortex state manifests a magnetic quantum critical point very close to the superconductor in the phase diagram 24 .
We now consider how our results relate to the wider understanding of high-T c superconductivity. First, they provide clear evidence for intrinsic antiferromagnetism coexisting with superconductivity in the same sample. Because the relative amplitudes of the two types of order can be continuously tuned by a magnetic ®eld using a ®xed sample (rather than by changing the doping), experiments to examine the trade-offs between magnetism and superconductivity should become much more detailed and reliable. Second, our data taken together with resistivity measurements 25 strongly suggest that in a magnetic ®eld large enough to destroy superconductivity (H . H c2 ), an underdoped copper oxide would become an incommensurate, antiferromagnetic insulator. This means that if we want to construct a theory of superconductivity at T = 0 in underdoped copper oxides, the most obvious starting point is this antiferromagnetic insulator, and notÐas in conventional theories based on a Bardeen±Cooper±Schrieffer approachÐa metallic Fermi liquid of weakly interacting quasiparticles. 
